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Abstract: Apart from water quality, leakage control and energy consumption management are the
most concerning challenges for water treatment plants (WTPs). The joint scheduling of pumps and
pressure reducing valves (PRVs) in the water distribution network can reduce excessive pressure and
distribute pressure more evenly, which achieves comprehensive reduction of leakages and energy
consumption. Taking into account the main shortcomings of the commonly used methods, such
as scheduling pumps or PRVs separately, or optimizing PRV settings when their position is given,
etc., this paper has taken the PRV (position and setting) and the working status of variable speed
pumps (VSPs) as decision variables and the cost savings contributed by leakage reduction and energy
consumption savings as the objective function, which maximized the economic benefits brought by
PRV and/or VSP scheduling. A genetic algorithm (GA) was used to optimize the solution under
multiple working conditions. The performance of three control strategies (PRV-only scheduling,
VSP-only scheduling, and joint scheduling of PRVs and VSPs) are compared to each other based on a
small network. Joint scheduling has achieved the best economic benefits in reducing the gross cost
(contributed by leakage and energy consumption) of the three control strategies, which results in a
leakage reduction of 33.4%, an energy consumption reduction of 25.4%, and a total cost reduction of
33.1%, when compared to the original network, and saving about 1148 m3 water (7% of the original
consumption) and 722 kWh electric energy (25.4% of the original consumption) per day.

Keywords: water distribution network; leakage; energy consumption; pump; valve; joint scheduling

1. Introduction

With the development of cities and global climate change, water resources have been playing an
increasingly important role in industrial operation and our daily lives. As a crucial part of the water
supply system, the water distribution network undertakes the task of transporting purified water
from WTPs to customers. However, its leakage problem has always been one of the major issues that
perplexes the water supply department [1]. Due to the differences in countries, regions, and water
supply systems, the leakage rate may be as low as 3% (small or medium-sized water distribution
networks in the Netherlands [2]), or as high as 50% or more [3,4]. The economic loss caused by
long-term and continuous leakage should not be underestimated, and reasonable leakage management
will greatly reduce water loss and conserve budget money for the water supply department.

Most of the traditional methods for leakage detection and control are designed for large
leakages that have already resulted in serious consequences and can be detected by using leakage
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detection devices. For small leakages that cannot be easily detected, pressure management shows its
advantages [5,6]. Germanopoulos (1985), Savić and Walters (1996), and others have found that there is
a clear correlation between leakage and pressure, and have established a mathematical expression
between them, which reflects a trend where the degree of leakage declines as the pressure decreases [7,8].
However, in most cases, water distribution networks are designed according to maximal demand.
As such, the network suffers excessive pressure during non-peak periods, which makes pressure
management more important. In addition to reducing leakages that have already occurred, pressure
management can also control the frequency of pipe bursts or lower the risk of deteriorating into a
burst [3,9].

The direct or indirect methods of pressure management include: installation and adjustment of
PRVs, water distribution network updates (replacing or repairing components, altering unreasonable
network topology, adding secondary boosting pumping stations, etc.), optimal scheduling of pumps
(changing the outlet pressure or turning it on/off), and network partitioning, according to pressure,
etc. [10] The installation of PRVs and scheduling of pumps are generally used more often. They are
suitable for most water distribution networks.

Many researchers have made achievements in the field of pressure management. By using PRVs,
Nicolini et al. (2009) used a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) to choose the installation
position and setting of PRVs to reduce leakage in a small water distribution network [11]. Creaco and
Pezzinga (2015) combined iterative linear programming with a MOGA, which was used to search for
the best positions of PRVs (achieved by closing the pipes), while linear programming was used to find
the appropriate settings. Their method significantly improved the efficiency of PRV optimization [12].
Gupta et al. (2017) used an improved reference pressure algorithm to better choose PRV locations,
while a MOGA was used to find the optimal setting of PRVs with the aim to reduce leakage. Combined
with water level optimization of water storage tanks, there was a leakage reduction of 26.51% and
20.81% in two networks, respectively [13].

The optimization on pumps’ operation is mostly aimed at reducing energy consumption. However,
there are also some authors focusing on pressure management. Bakker et al. (2014) combined water
demand forecasting with pressure management to reduce the pressure and leakage. Dynamic methods
were used to control the real-time outlet pressure of pump stations. The comparison before and
after the implementation showed that the outlet pressure dropped by 29%, the background leakage
decreased by 20%, and the total energy consumption cost of the system decreased by 11.5% on the case
network [14]. De Marchis et al. (2016) studied the effect of pumps as turbines (PATs) in networks, by
mainly considering the influence of energy changes brought by user behaviors on network pressure
recovery and PAT positioning. Simulating different scenarios and taking into account the presence
of private tanks, the method can modify the regulation point of PAT with discharge flowing in the
network [15]. Page et al. (2018) incorporated hydraulics theory into the VSP controller research. The
performance (required parameters, errors, response time, etc.) of different VSP control methods on
pressure management was explored [16].

Some researchers also used a combination of pumps and PRVs to manage pressure. Shafiee et al.
(2015) used a parallel evolutionary algorithm to redesign a network to reduce background leakage.
Pipe replacement, valve installation, and operating rules for tanks and pumps have been optimized
based on a single working condition. However, this method has high computational requirements and
long computing time. It takes 1450 minutes to calculate with a single core, and 205 minutes with 192
cores [17]. Gupta and Kulat (2018) used PRVs and VSPs to perform pressure management on the North
Central Water Distribution System (WDS) of Nagpur city, India. However, the VSP working status is
determined before PRV optimization without considering their mutual relationship, and PRV location
and setting were selected step-by-step [18]. Monsef et al. (2018) used the pressure-driven method to
estimate instantaneous water demand and then used a differential evolutionary algorithm to schedule
the installed PRVs and VSPs. However, the number of PRVs and VSPs scheduled in their study was
small (two PRVs and one pump station contains three VSPs), and the PRV position was determined in
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advance [19]. Brentan et al. (2018) predicted real-time water demand based on the particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm, and the results were applied to schedule 13 pumps and four PRVs in
D-town. However, they still do not take into account the positioning of PRVs [20].

The previously mentioned research has the following shortcomings and deficiencies. First, in most
studies, only PRVs for leakage control have been considered and are mostly optimized for existing
PRVs, without taking into account positioning problems and linkages with other components. Second,
the optimization of the PRV installation position and setting selection is not reasonable, i. e., choosing
the PRV settings after deciding the positions [12,13,18], or selecting the PRV position according to a
single working condition [17]. To solve them, a new optimization model has been built. We use GA
to optimize the position and setting of PRVs and the speed of VSPs simultaneously under multiple
working conditions. The objective function is to maximize the cost savings (mainly electric and water
costs while PRV cost is considered separately). This model is suitable for those who want to control
the leakage and energy consumption by adjusting pumps and PRVs. Three strategies are used for
optimization under multiple working conditions: 1. PRV-only scheduling (this is somewhat similar
to the method of Nicolini et al. [11]). 2. VSP-only scheduling. 3. Joint scheduling of PRVs and VSPs.
Their performance in leakage reduction and energy saving are compared to each other. Moreover,
the direct combination of the optimal state of VSP-only scheduling and the optimal state of PRV-only
scheduling is also compared. In this way, the best scheduling approach for the largest economic benefit
has been found.

2. Model and Methodology

The objective of the optimization model is to maximize the economic benefits brought by PRV
and/or VSP scheduling under all kinds of constraints, and the description of this problem is listed in
Section 2.1. A genetic algorithm is adopted to optimize this WDS scheduling problem and introduced
it in Section 2.2.

2.1. Establishment of the Optimization Model

2.1.1. Objective Function and Decision Variables

Taking into account the cost savings contributed by leakage reduction and the conservation
of energy consumption, the objective function is determined as the change of total cost before and
after scheduling, which is used to reflect the economic benefits brought by the scheme. The decision
variables are the position, setting, and number of PRVs and the speed of VSPs.

The economic benefits caused by leakage reduction is defined by the equation below.

f sum1 =
T∑

t=1

ω(lt − lt′) (1)

where ω is the water price coefficient, equal to the water price multiplied by the conversion factor. lt′

and lt are the leakage amount of the t period before and after scheduling, respectively. T is the number
of time steps.

The changes in electric charges resulting from the pump status alteration is defined by the
equation below.

f sum2 = Fbe f ore −

T∑
t=1

p∑
m=1

q∑
n=1

ψm(Qmnt·Hmnt/ηmnt) (2)

where Qmnt is the quantity of the n pump in the m pump station in period t. Hmnt is the corresponding
head. ηmnt is the efficiency coefficient, which includes the pump efficiency, the motor efficiency, etc. ψm

is the electric price coefficient of the m pump station. p and q are the total number of pump stations and
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the total number of pumps in the m pump station. Fbe f ore is the total electric charges before scheduling.
The f sum2 may be negative, which indicates more energy used after scheduling.

The objective function is to maximize the sum of the above two factors.

max f sum = f sum1 + f sum2 =
T∑

t=1

ω(lt − lt′) + Fbe f ore −

T∑
t=1

p∑
m=1

q∑
n=1

ψm(Qmnt·Hmnt/ηmnt) (3)

2.1.2. Constraints

Water Supply Capacity Constraints for Each WTP

Considering the actual water supply capacity of WTPs, it may be necessary to put forward
optimization pump schemes under a fixed range of water supply volume per WTP. Therefore, the
water volume is limited according to the original plan.

The single-period water supply constraints are shown below.

0.7Q′mt ≤ Qmt ≤ 1.3Q′mt (4)

where Qmt and Q′mt are the water supply volume of the m pump station in t period after and before
scheduling.

24 hours (a whole period) water supply constraints are shown below.

0.8
T∑

t=1

Q′mt ≤

T∑
t=1

Qmt ≤ 1.1
T∑

t=1

Q′mt (5)

Speed Constraints of VSPs

Due to the motor energy consumption and the constraint of high efficiency range, the speed of
VSP is limited in Equation (6).

αmin ≤ αmn ≤ αmax (6)

where αmn is the speed of the n pump in the m pump station, αmin is the minimum speed, and αmax is
the maximum speed, which is always defined as 100%.

Node Pressure Constraints

Hi > Hi,min (7)

where Hi is the pressure of node i and Hi,min is the minimum pressure that needs to be satisfied.

2.1.3. The Calculation of Leakage

Considering the relationship between leakage and pressure, the following expression is used to
calculate the leakage of each node.

li,k = CLLt,ip
γ
i,t (8)

where CL is the leakage constant, pi,t is the pressure of node i for the t period, Lt,i is half of the sum
length of the pipes connected with node i, and γ is the leakage exponent coefficient.

Thus, the leakage for the whole period is calculated using the formula below.

l =
T∑

t=1

Ns∑
i=1

CLLt,ip
γ
i,t (9)

where Ns is the total number of nodes.
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2.1.4. The Simulation of PRV

The simulation of PRV is carried out by changing the head loss of pipes [11].

hi j = 10.67C−1.852
i j

(
vi j,kdi j

)−4.871
li jQ1.852

i j (10)

where Ci j is the Hazen-Williams coefficient, di j is the pipe diameter, li j is the pipe length, Qi j is the pipe
flow, and vi j,k is the diameter multiplier, which simulates the presence of a PRV in the pipe connecting
nodes i and j, and is varied by working conditions.

Vi j,k = v4.871/1.852
i j,k (11)

The Vi j,k is the actual setting of PRV. Equation (11) is used to make a transformation [21–23].

2.1.5. The Characteristics of VSP

For the VSPs, the speed can be changed to adapt to the alteration of the water supply volume, and
high efficiency can be maintained in different flow ranges to achieve energy savings. The change of
outlet pressure will also affect the overall pressure of the network. Assuming that the rated speed is n0,
and the actual speed is n1, the flow, head, and power comply with the following relationships.

Q1/Q0 = n1/n0 (12)

H1/H0 = (n1/n0)
2 (13)

N1/N0 = (n1/n0)
3 (14)

where Q1, H1, and N1 are the flow, head, and power of VSP at actual speed, n1, respectively. Q0, H0,
and N0 are the flow, head, and power at rated speed, n0, respectively.

According to these equations, the curve at the corresponding speed can be converted from the
curve at rated speed for calculation and analysis.

2.2. Genetic Algorithm for Optimization

The genetic algorithm [24] is an optimization method based on a group search strategy. Because
it only operates on the chromosome and does not involve the parameters themselves, it has the
following features: (1) GA is simple and easy to operate, and is widely used in the optimization
of water distribution networks with good evaluation [11–13,18,22], (2) compared with the exact or
ascendant/descendent algorithm (such as gradient-based algorithm), there is no need to consider
complex mathematical backgrounds and nonlinear constraint equations in GA, (3) GA is suitable to
handle discrete variables, and 4) GA is a global optimization algorithm and has its advantages in
finding global optimal solution. In our model, the decision variables are discrete and a nonlinear
problem is generated, since a large number of constraints need to be satisfied. Thus, GA is chosen as a
tool to encode and optimize.

A floating-point encoding similar to Nicolini et al. (2009) is adopted [11] (each gene is a random
number between 0–1). The following factors have been considered. First, this method is beneficial to
joint scheduling, which greatly shortens the number of bits. Second, it can quickly alter the precision
or adjust the range, according to the actual situation without changing the code length. The code
interpretation process is shown in Figure 1.

The length of each string representing an individual is calculated as:

Ls = Nv(1 + n) + Npn (15)
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In the process of evolution, a roulette wheel selection scheme is used to choose offspring according
to the fitness value after initialization. The arithmetic crossover and boundary nonuniform mutation
(generate a random number to replace a gene, Nicolini et al. 2019 [11]) were used for reproduction. The
whole process ceases when the generation reaches a reasonable number or the fitness value remains
unchanged for a certain period. The penalty function is used to constrain the water supply volume of
WTPs and the minimum service pressure of customers. Hydraulic modeling are based on EPANET 2
(Rossman 2000) and optimization is run in MATLAB R2017a.

1 
 

 

  
Figure 1. Encoding mode and interpretation process. Nv is the number of PRVs. Np is the number of
VSPs. The pipe ID is where PRV installs. vi j,k is the diameter multiplier for condition k (from 1 to n).
αNp,k is the speed of the pump Np for condition k.

3. Calculations and Results

The network studied by previous researchers [11,16,21–23] is modified to be the case network. For
convenience, only the components number of the modified parts and the pipes number are marked in
Figure 2, where three VSPs are used to substitute for the reservoirs with constant water heads.

The network consists of 25 nodes, 37 pipes, three reservoirs, and three VSPs. The elevation of
Nodes 23, 24, and 25 is 18 m, 23 m, and 18 m, respectively, and the water demands are all 0 L/s. The
heads of reservoirs 26, 27, 28, are 23 m,18 m, and 18 m, respectively. Two types of pumps are chosen
according to the maximum water demand.

H = 53.33− 0.002191Q2 (16)

H = 46.67− 0.001615Q2 (17)

Pumps 38 and 39 use the curve in Equation (16) and assume an efficiency of 78% at their rated
flow. Pump 40 uses the curve in Equation (17) and assumes an efficiency of 80% at its rated flow. The
efficiency after changing the speed can be calculated according to Equations (12)–(14).
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Numerical simulations have been carried out at this case network. The number of time periods
T = 24, including three kinds of working conditions. The corresponding demand multipliers are 0.6,
1.0, and 1.4, respectively [21]. The water price coefficient ω = 3 RMB/m3, and the electricity price
coefficient ψ = 0.6 RMB/KWh. Motor efficiency is chosen as 90%. Considering that the solution space
increases sharply as the number of PRV increases, the diameter multiplier interval is set to 0.1, with a
total of 11 gears. Meanwhile, the node pressure constraint is difficult to satisfy when the pump speed
closes to a lower limit (0.75 or 0.8). Thus, 0.85 to 1.0 is selected as the adjustment range of VSPs, with a
total of 16 gears. The minimum node pressure Hi,min = 28 m, the leakage constant CL = 10−5, and the
leakage exponent coefficient γ = 1.18.

In all runs, the algorithm used a population of 100 individuals evolving for 2000 generations. The
crossover probability gradually reduced while the mutation probability gradually increased for the
first 500 generations. Both remained unchanged for the latter 1500 generations. Most of the process
converged in 800 to 1500 generations.

The optimizations of the three strategies are: 1. scheduling PRV-only, 2. scheduling VSP-only, and
3. joint scheduling of PRVs and VSPs together. They were carried out, respectively, under multiple
working conditions.

Table 1 represents the results of five better trials out of 10 runs in PRV-only scheduling and
joint-scheduling. As for the PRV-only scheduling, the value of fsum first rises significantly as the
number of PRVs increases (when the number of PRVs is less than four), and then the increase almost
ceases. The same trend is also reflected in fsum1, but fusm2 does not have strong regularity. When the
number of PRVs is small, the position selection for the five trials is relatively similar. Pipe 11 is always
selected for a single PRV, and (5, 11), (8, 11) for two PRVs, (8, 9, 11) for three PRVs, and (8, 9, 11, 20) for
four PRVs. As the number of PRVs increases, these pipe IDs are also included, but the combinations
became diverse. It can also be concluded that, if the PRV cost is not considered, installing more PRVs
will bring a small benefit. Consideration of the PRV cost will be discussed later.
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Table 1. The results of five trials in PRV-only scheduling and joint scheduling.

Number of
PRVs

Pipe-ID (PRV-Only
Scheduling)

fsum1
(RMB/Day)

fsum2
(RMB/Day)

fsum
(RMB/Day)

Pipe-ID (Joint
Scheduling)

fsum1
(RMB/Day)

fsum2
(RMB/Day)

fsum
(RMB/Day)

0 PRV - 0 0 0 - 0 0 0

Trial 1
1 PRV 11 1848 42 1890 11 3061 389 3450
2 PRV 8, 11 2255 60 2315 9, 11 3178 361 3539
3 PRV 8, 9, 11 2600 68 2668 10, 11, 20 3248 415 3663
4 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20 2753 68 2821 1, 11, 20, 31 3375 407 3782
5 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20, 31 2776 67 2843 3, 11, 20, 23, 29 3325 426 3751
6 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20, 23, 27 2773 74 2847 9, 11, 20, 22, 29, 31 3440 398 3838
7 PRV 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 21, 29 2779 75 2854 1, 8, 9, 11, 20, 26, 31 3471 395 3866

Trial 2
1 PRV 11 1848 42 1890 11 3056 409 3465
2 PRV 5, 11 2346 76 2422 11, 13 3160 392 3552
3 PRV 8, 9, 11 2600 68 2668 11, 13, 20 3263 395 3658
4 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20 2742 72 2814 1, 11, 20, 31 3445 432 3877
5 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20, 25 2631 66 2697 9, 11, 14, 20, 29 3427 408 3835
6 PRV 1, 8, 9, 11, 20, 25 2797 59 2856 9, 10, 11, 13, 20, 29 3489 422 3911
7 PRV 6, 8, 9, 11, 20, 24, 36 2825 59 2884 9, 10, 11, 20, 24, 29, 31 3479 441 3920

Trial 3
1 PRV 11 1848 42 1890 11 3056 409 3465
2 PRV 8, 11 2255 58 2313 11, 13 3214 418 3632
3 PRV 1, 5, 11 2564 73 2637 11, 20, 25 3263 430 3693
4 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20 2755 74 2829 9, 11, 20, 31 3372 394 3766
5 PRV 1, 6, 8, 11, 20 2766 78 2844 9, 10, 11, 20, 31 3354 417 3771
6 PRV 5, 9, 11, 13, 19, 25 2709 67 2776 9, 11, 13, 20, 23, 25 3378 411 3789
7 PRV 8, 9, 10, 11, 20, 23, 34 2771 67 2838 9, 10, 11, 20, 23, 26, 31 3393 426 3819
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Table 1. Cont.

Number of
PRVs

Pipe-ID (PRV-Only
Scheduling)

fsum1
(RMB/Day)

fsum2
(RMB/Day)

fsum
(RMB/Day)

Pipe-ID (Joint
Scheduling)

fsum1
(RMB/Day)

fsum2
(RMB/Day)

fsum
(RMB/Day)

Trial 4
1 PRV 11 1848 42 1890 11 3111 411 3522
2 PRV 5, 11 2346 55 2401 11, 20 3131 406 3537
3 PRV 8, 9, 11 2522 71 2593 3, 11, 20 3245 433 3678
4 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20 2755 74 2829 11, 20, 22, 31 3261 420 3681
5 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20, 24 2779 72 2851 8, 11, 20, 26, 31 3320 429 3749
6 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20, 23, 26 2750 67 2817 9, 11, 20, 22, 29, 31 3419 433 3852
7 PRV 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 20, 27 2799 64 2863 1, 8, 9, 11, 20, 23, 29 3580 445 4025

Trial 5
1 PRV 11 1848 42 1890 11 3077 389 3466
2 PRV 5, 11 2348 71 2419 11, 13 3157 394 3551
3 PRV 8, 9, 11 2600 73 2673 10, 11, 20 3310 432 3742
4 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20 2760 69 2829 11, 20, 25, 31 3287 431 3718
5 PRV 8, 9, 11, 20, 22 2766 67 2833 4, 9, 11, 20, 29 3401 402 3803
6 PRV 5, 8, 9, 11, 20, 22 2680 63 2743 9, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20 3393 414 3807
7 PRV 1, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 24 2776 73 2849 1, 10, 11, 14, 20, 29, 31 3489 450 3939
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As for the joint scheduling, the value of fsum is clearly higher than that of PRV-only scheduling.
With an increase of the number of PRVs, better fsum values constantly appear. For the position
selection, pipe 11 is still chosen for one PRV, but differentiation begins to occur when more PRVs are
used. (9, 11), (11, 13), and (11, 20) are chosen for the two PRV cases, with all containing Pipe 11. The
same (11, 20) is contained when three PRVs are selected, and (11, 20, 31) with four PRVs. After that,
as the number of PRVs increases, the convergence begins to weaken and the fsum value begins to
fluctuate. The determination of the number of PRVs also needs to consider the PRV’s price.

Table 2 shows the results of VSP-only scheduling. It can be found that VSP scheduling can also
bring about a significant drop in leakage, which is slightly worse than the optimal solution of installing
three PRVs for PRV-only scheduling (fsum1 = 2600 RMB/day, See Table 1). At the same time, it can be
noted that the decline in electric charge is better than that of joint scheduling, which indicates that the
PRVs increase the energy consumption to a degree. The obtained cost savings brought by VSP-only
scheduling is better than PRV-only scheduling but worse than joint scheduling, which shows that the
collaboration between PRVs and VSPs can bring better economic benefits.

Table 2. The results of VSP-only scheduling.

fsum1 (RMB/Day) fsum2 (RMB/Day) fsum (RMB/Day)

Trial 1 2553 467 3020
Trial 2 2543 469 3012
Trial 3 2545 467 3012
Trial 4 2551 465 3016
Trial 5 2553 465 3018

If the PRV cost is taken into account, when the cost for adding a new PRV is greater than the
benefits it brings, the new PRV will not be installed. In this study, the cost of one PRV is converted to a
daily cost of 100 RMB/day. Thus, installing four PRVs is clearly appropriate when scheduling PRVs.
When the 5th PRV continues to be installed, its income of 22 RMB/day is (the optimal value of four
PRVs is 2829 RMB/day, and five PRVs is 2851 RMB/day) less than the cost of a new PRV (100 RMB/day).

The variation trend of fsum with and without considering PRV cost is indicated in Figure 3. It
can be clearly seen that when the PRV cost is not considered, the value of fsum in Figure 3a remains
nearly unchanged after a significant increase, but the value in Figure 3c is still rising. When taking
into account the PRV cost, Figure 3b presents a trend of declining after rising, while Figure 3d rises
first, then becomes generally flat, and finally falls. There is a clear increase when installing a single
PRV in both Figure 3c,d. For selecting the number of PRVs, the maximum values are obtained in
Figure 3b,d when the number is four and three, respectively. According to Table 1, the optimal solutions
both appear when the number of PRVs is four (2829−400 = 2429 RMB/day for PRV-only scheduling
and 3877−400 = 3477 RMB/day for joint scheduling). Thus, the optimization results of four PRVs for
further analysis is taken later. At the same time, it can be seen in Figure 3 that the fluctuation of each
optimization value near the average value is small, and that convergence is acceptable.

Figure 4 shows the PRV diameter multipliers and VSP speeds under multiple working conditions.
Pipe combination (8, 9, 11, 20) is chosen for locating PRVs for PRV-only scheduling strategy, and pipe
combination (1, 11, 20, 31) is selected for installing PRVs for a PRV-VSP joint scheduling strategy. The
proportion of the white area of the pipe chart in Figure 4 indicates the open degree of a PRV. In contrast,
the bar chart indicates the setting of speed of an VSP. It can be found that the setting of the same PRV or
VSP under different strategies is different. The PRVs in Condition 1 (the low demand period) are closed
more than that in Condition 3 (the peak demand period). The speed of the VSP in condition 1 is lower
than that in condition 3. The PRVs’ location for the PRV-only strategy is different from that for the joint
scheduling strategy because the VSP can cooperate with PRVs together to manage the pressure.
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Figure 5 is a comparison of the pressure distribution before and after scheduling. Both PRVs and
VSPs make contributions to pressure management. Compared to the original pressure distribution
(Figure 5a), the effect of the PRVs is to reduce high pressure area (Figure 5b), especially under the low
or intermediate demand period condition (Figure 5a1-a2 Vs Figure 5b1-b2). A significant pressure
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drop occurs after the position of the PRVs. The effect of VSPs is to reduce the pressure of the whole
network (Figure 5c). Because of the limitations of minimal service pressure, high pressure exists in
low-elevation areas (the green area in Figure 5c1). The VSP shows global pressure regulation, while the
PRV shows flexible local pressure regulation. Joint scheduling combines the advantages of both. The
pressure of the entire network is reduced to be uniform in space and stable under all three working
conditions (Figure 5d).
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Figure 6 shows the cumulative probability distribution (CDF) of nodal pressure before and after
scheduling. It can be seen that the proportion of nodes with low-pressure under the three strategies
increases significantly when compared to the original network. For the joint scheduling strategy, the
pressure distribution is the most uniform and lowest of the three strategies, and the pressure is less
than 40 m, which is better than the other two scheduling strategies. The PRV-only scheduling strategy
has a higher proportion of pressure below 38 meters than that of the VSP-only scheduling strategy.
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Figure 7 shows the average/maximum/minimum pressure and hourly cost under different
optimization strategies. The cost is the actual expense brought by leakage or energy consumption,
which is equal to the original cost minus fsum1 and/or fsum2, respectively. Max pressure is the biggest
pressure of all the nodal pressure for every time step, while minimum pressure is the smallest one,
and the average pressure is the mean value of all the nodal pressure. Regarding the pressure, the
decline of maximum pressure for the PRV-only strategy (Figure 7b) is not clear when compared to
that of the original network (Figure 7a), while the average and minimum value have a considerable
decrease and show stability under the three working conditions. The pressure of VSP-only scheduling
is reduced (Figure 7c) compared to that of the original network (Figure 7a). Its max pressure is lower
than that of the PRV-only strategy, but its average pressure is higher than that of the PRV-only strategy
during a non-peak period (0:00–16:00) and is the minimum pressure during the first eight hours. Joint
scheduling achieves the best regulation effect of pressure (Figure 7d). Not only is the pressure lower
than the other two, but it is also very uniform under the three working conditions, with a small
fluctuation. Regarding the cost, it can be seen that PRV-only scheduling and joint scheduling reduce
the leakage cost more significantly and uniformly than VSP-only scheduling. The joint scheduling
makes the energy cost slightly higher than the VSP-only scheduling strategy, but still lower than the
PRV-only scheduling strategy.

Figure 8 depicts the performance of Pump 39 for the three scheduling strategies. The other two
pumps are similar to Pump 39 and are not listed here. The outlet pressure of the PRV-only scheduling
strategy has a small rise when compared with the original pressure (Figure 8b) due to the increase in the
network’s resistance caused by the PRVs. The outlet pressure is significantly reduced for the VSP-only
scheduling. However, it shows instability under multiple working conditions when compared to the
joint scheduling strategy, which is unfavorable to the water supply of a water distribution network.
Joint scheduling not only makes the outlet pressure significantly reduced, but also presents stability in
time. Similarly, the speed of Pump 39 for VSP-only and joint scheduling is lower than that of PRV-only
scheduling (Figure 8a). The pump speed of joint scheduling is close to that of VSP-only scheduling
during the first eight hours, and then higher during the next eight hours and lower during the last
eight hours.

Through the comparison of the results under three optimization strategies, it can be found that
joint scheduling not only has a better effect in controlling and equalizing pressure, but also in reducing
energy consumption. The greatest economic benefits are obtained (Table 3), which reduce 34.4% of
leakage, 25.4% of energy consumption, and 33.1% of the total cost. This is better than using only PRVs
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or VSPs, and about 1148 m3 water (7% of the original consumption) and 722 kWh electric energy (25.4%
of the original consumption) are saved per day.
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Table 3. The energy conservation and reduction of cost under different strategies.

Scheduling
Total

Consumption of
Water (m3/Day)

Leakage
(m3/Day)

Water
Savings

(m3/Day)

Water
Savings/Original

Total
Consumption (%)

Cost
Contributed by

Leakage
(RMB/Day)

Reduction
(%)

Total
Consumption of
Electric Energy

(kWh/Day)

Electric
Energy
Savings

(kWh/Day)

Cost Contributed
by Energy

Consumption
(RMB/Day)

Reduction
(%)

Total Cost
(RMB/Day)(without

PRVs Cost)

Reduction
(%)

Original 16,297 3337 - - 10,010 - 2837 - 1702 - 11,712 -
PRV-Only 15,377 2417 920 5.6 7250 27.6 2722 115 1633 4.1 8883 24.2
VSP-Only 15,446 2486 851 5.2 7457 25.5 2059 778 1235 27.4 8692 25.8

Joint 15,149 2189 1148 7.0 6566 34.4 2115 722 1269 25.4 7835 33.1

Note: four PRVs are used for PRV-only scheduling and joint scheduling.
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In particular, considering the reality that PRVs and VSPs are often separately scheduled, we make
a simple comparison. The optimal solution for PRV scheduling and the optimal solution for VSP
scheduling are simply combined directly. However, the simulation result cannot satisfy the constraints
of the water supply capacity of WTPs and minimal node pressure. The manual adjustment is still
required, which indicates the necessity of joint scheduling.

4. Discussion

• This paper puts forward a new optimization model for controlling leakage and energy consumption
by adjusting pumps and PRVs. The PRVs (location and setting) and VSPs (speed) in a small virtual
network was optimized with the aim to reduce leakage and energy consumption. Regardless of
the PRV cost, with the number of PRVs growing, the marginal effect of increased PRVs for the
PRV-only strategy decreases quickly after incipient rising, while the value of the joint scheduling
strategy grows all the time. It was found that joint scheduling not only had clear advantages in
pressure control, but also reduced energy consumption (Figures 5–7). Under the optimal strategy
of joint scheduling, about 1148 m3 water (7% of the original consumption) and 722 kWh electric
energy (25.4% of the original consumption) are saved per day. After considering the PRV cost, the
actual cost savings began to decline after the number of PRVs reached a certain value.

• Regarding the stability and convergence of optimization results, even though there are some
fluctuations in objective function values and changes in PRV locations, it is not clear (See Table 1
and Figure 3). Considering that the location selection is consistent to some degree (e.g., the same
combination of 8, 9, 11, and 20 was chosen for the five trials when scheduling four PRVs, and
11, 20, and 30 were always chosen when scheduling four PRVs and VSPs), further refinement of
the PRV setting and VSP speed can be redone after the position is selected. When comparing the
PRV-only results with Nicolini et al. [11], the consistency of PRV locations for the multiple trials in
this paper is better than theirs (identical PRV location combinations appear more times) when the
PRV number is less than five (because the maximal PRV number in Nicolini et al. [11] is five).

• The PRVs and VSPs are optimized together under multiple working conditions, and the position
and setting of PRVs are decision variables at the same time. This approach is more reasonable
than methods that optimize the setting after fixing the positions first [12,13,18]. It can also meet
the need to install new PRVs. Meanwhile, the encoding mode can be modified according to the
number of working conditions, fixed speed pumps, and VSPs. Considering that fitting too many
working conditions may lead to increased calculation difficulty, the maximum, minimum, and
intermediate working conditions can be used to simulate when there are too many conditions,
and others could be optimized after PRV locations are determined.

• The use of floating-point number coding is mainly based on the fact that it can greatly shorten the
number of bits and can perform fast precision conversion and range adjustment, according to
the requirements. However, as the number of PRVs, pumps, and working conditions increase,
the code length of an individual increases, which results in a dramatic expansion of solution
space. This problem makes the optimization in large networks very inefficient and hard [25]. To
overcome it, strategies such as improving computer performance, pre-selection of potential PRV
locations, and choosing an appropriate range of pump speed should be relied on. In the case
network, the computing time varies from about 20 minutes to 360 minutes when the number of
PRVs is one to seven, which seems to be accepted when compared with some time-consuming
method [17] (due to the difference in model complexity, software, etc., the comparison may not
have much meaning).

• The failure of direct combining optimal solutions of the PRV-only strategy and of the VSP-only
strategy directly indicates that the joint effects of PRVs and VSPs must be considered. The joint
scheduling strategy, which takes into account the interaction among all network components, has
its advantages and necessity. Constraints on the water supply volume of each WTP are taken into
account in this paper, such that the supplied volume of each WTP can maintain stability before
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and after optimization. Moreover, the proportion of costs contributed by leakage and by energy
consumption may not be reasonable for real water distribution systems. In this case, within the
network modified from previous researchers [11,21–23], the cost of energy consumption is too
low when compared to the cost contributed by leakage, which seems to be unreal. However, it
will not influence the application of this proposed method in other water networks.

5. Conclusions

This paper achieves the goal of leakage control and energy consumption reduction by optimizing
the PRVs and VSPs in the water distribution network. The PRV will increase energy consumption to
some degree, but its effect of reducing leakage is clear. The reasonable scheduling of VSPs plays a
role in leakage reduction and energy consumption savings, and can bring significant effects to both.
The joint scheduling strategy makes the pressure distribution more uniform, and the average pressure
tends to be lower with small fluctuations under the condition of satisfying customer service. The
optimal benefit of controlling leakage and energy consumption has also been studied in a small case
network, which results in a leakage reduction of 33.4%, an energy consumption reduction of 25.4%,
and a total cost reduction of 33.1%, and saves about 1148 m3 water (7% of the original consumption)
and 722 kWh electric energy (25.4% of the original consumption) per day. The proposed model can
be used to control leakage and energy consumption by adjusting pumps and PRVs. At the same
time, because the network used in this paper is a small and simple one, and only three working
conditions are considered, the promotion to large networks should still depend on the improvement of
computer performance and the optimization model and algorithm themselves, such as pre-selection of
the candidate position of PRVs and the range of pump speed, reasonable use of local optimization,
and step-by-step optimization methods. Moreover, other better algorithms or the combination of
algorithms may be adopted to optimize this WDS scheduling problem. Boosting pumping stations
and tanks, which are not considered in this paper, could also be used to WDS scheduling for leakage
control and energy saving.
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